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Abstract

No-wait Integrated Scheduling Problem (NISP) describes a real-life process of the non-standard products where the consideration is given to the great structure differences, processing parameter differences, no-wait constraint, and the need for further deep processing after assembly of jobs. To deal with the dynamic orders of non-standard products, the scheduling algorithm to be design should be a dynamic algorithm with the ability to deal with the above conditions. At first, the dynamic scheduling problem is transformed to a series of continuous static scheduling problem by adoption of window-based event-driven strategy, thus establishing constraint programming model targeted at minimal total tardiness and thereby proposing a hybrid method of Heuristic Algorithm and Constraint Programming (HA-CP) for the problem. In order to enhance the ability to response the dynamic orders of non-standard products, HA-CP adopts heuristic algorithm to generate a pre-scheduling solution at each dynamic event moment, so that jobs that fall into the window period are labelled as dispatched jobs, while the remaining jobs are labelled as jobs to be dispatched. To improve solution quality, the jobs to be dispatched are mapped into an operation-based constraint programming model, then, during the execution interval of dispatched jobs, constraint programming solver starts to solve the jobs to be dispatched and update the current solution if the solver gets a better solution within the execution interval. The above procedures are repeated until all jobs are scheduled. Finally, the results of simulation experiment show that the proposed algorithm is effective and feasible.
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1 Introduction

Production scheduling represents a very practical optimization method, through which, manufacturing can be accelerated to reduce operating consumption by reasonable arrangement of production sequence without adding any production machine [1]. With the continuous development and upgrading of related industries, competition among some enterprises has gradually shifted from fight for output and markets to supply of high-quality customized services and personalized products with demonstrating sufficient differences. In this case, the differences in structure and processing attributes between different non-standard products are obvious. With the above conditions, scheduling algorithms are more important for production workshops [2].

For different task types and machine environments, scholars have proposed abundant scheduling algorithms. Where, scheduling problem with no-wait constraints widely exists in the real-life process of steel production, computer systems, food processing, chemical industry, pharmaceutical industry, concrete products, etc. [3-4]. Many experts and scholars have studied scheduling problems with no-wait constraints. For instance, in literature [5], to solve no-wait Flow Shop scheduling problem with m-machine, a hybrid algorithm is taken based on genetic algorithm and simulated annealing. To minimize makespan of no-wait Flow Shop scheduling problem, literature [6] studied several variants of descending search and tabu search algorithm, and proposed a strategy based on a dynamic tabu list, which enhanced the algorithm’s ability to jump out of local optimum to a certain extent. Literature [7] proposed a hybrid optimization algorithm based on variable neighbourhood descent and discrete particle swarm optimization to solve no-wait Flow Shop scheduling problem with two optimization goals. To minimise the weighted sum of maximum completion time and total completion time, literature [8] proposed a TOB (Trade-off Balancing) algorithm based on machine idle times. For no-wait Job Shop scheduling in which each job has its own
problems of great differences in processing parameters in the workshop. 4) It should be able to deal with the problem of flexible multifunctional machine nodes is greater than 1, the algorithm to be designed needs of non-standard products and less-than-truckload orders should be designed for dynamic scheduling rescheduling mechanism capable of handling dynamic needs to meet the following conditions: 1) A Problem (NISP) scheduling algorithm designed herein products. Therefore, the No-wait Integrated Scheduling Problem (NISP) [13-15]. For ISP scheduling problem, literatures [16-17] discussed hybrid optimization method of bottleneck shifting and genetic algorithm. Literature [18] pointed out that common no-wait scheduling algorithms can only deal with the case where the number of no-wait child nodes is 1. However, in ISP, there are abundant cases in which further deep processing is required after jobs assembly, that is, the number of no-wait child nodes can be greater than 1 in ISP. Therefore, ISP with no-wait constraints is more complicated.

Some of the above-mentioned ISP scheduling algorithms do not consider the no-wait constraint, some algorithms do not consider the existence of flexible multifunctional machine in the workshop, and some do not consider dynamic scheduling needs of non-standard products and less-than-truckload custom products. Therefore, the No-wait Integrated Scheduling Problem (NISP) scheduling algorithm designed herein needs to meet the following conditions: 1) A rescheduling mechanism capable of handling dynamic orders should be designed for dynamic scheduling needs of non-standard products and less-than-truckload custom products. 2) When the number of no-wait child nodes is greater than 1, the algorithm to be designed still works. 3) The algorithm should be able to deal with the problem of flexible multifunctional machine in the workshop. 4) It should be able to deal with the problems of great differences in processing parameters and further deep processing after assembly in manufacturing process of non-standard products. To solve the above problems, this paper converts dynamic scheduling problem into a series of continuous static scheduling problem by adoption of window-based event-driven strategy, thereby proposing a hybrid optimization method of heuristic algorithm and constraint programming (HA-CP). In the end, validity of the proposed algorithm is verified by real-life instance data.

2 Problem Formulation

This paper mainly discusses No-wait Integrated Scheduling Problem (NISP) with minimal total tardiness as the goal. The NISP problem demands the following agreements: the various workbenches, machine tools, and machining centres are collectively referred to as machine; the various processing, assembly, and workflow are collectively referred to as processing; the machine environment is a dedicated trial production workshop for dynamic production; a product is composed of multiple jobs which may demand further deep processing after assembly. The product could be mapped into an operation-based task graph with tree structure constraint, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. In Figure 1, there are 2 products consisting of 4 jobs: Job1(v₁, v₂), Job2(v₁, v₂, v₃), Job3(v₄, v₅), Job4(v₆, v₇). Where, weight of the directed edge represents that the operation is subject to no-wait constraint. For instance, weight(v₆, v₇) = Φ indicates that the start time of operation v₇ cannot be earlier than the completion time of operation v₆, and there is no no-wait constraint between v₆ and v₇; weight(v₃, v₄) = 0 means that the start time of operation v₄ must be equal to the completion time of operation v₃, and there is a no-wait constraint between the nodes of the directed edge <v₃, v₄>.

![Figure 1. Instance of operation-based task graph with tree structure constraint](image-url)
Suppose $D = \{d_1, ..., d_n\}$ is an machine set; the product set that arrives at time $t_0$ is $P^0 = \{P^01, ..., P^n0\}$; $DT(P^0 i)$ represents due date of product $P^0 i (1 \leq i \leq n)$, $CT(P^0 i)$ represents the completion time of product $P^0 i$, then $E(P^0 i) = max[CT(P^0 i) - DT(P^0 i), 0]$ means tardiness of product $P^0 i$; $P^0$ is mapped into an operation-based task set with tree structure constraint, i.e. $V^0 = \{v^0 w1, ..., v^0 wb\}$, and an operation $v^0 i (v^0 i \leq i \leq v^0 s)$ could be processing on machine set $D; S(v^0 i, d_i, p_k) = 1$ means that operation $v^0 i$ is processed on machine $d_i (1 \leq k \leq m)$, which requires $p_k$ hour. If machine $d_i$ could not deal with operation $v^0 i$, $S(v^0 i, d_i, -) = 0$. $ST(v^0 j)$ represents the start time of $v^0 i$, $CT(v^0 j)$ represents the completion time of $v^0 i$. Therefore, the objective function for the problem studied in this paper is shown in Equation (1).

$$\min \left[ \sum u = 1 E(P^0 i) \right]$$

(1)

The following constraints need to be met:

If $weight<0 v^0 i, v^0 j = \Phi$, the operations in the directed edge should meet Equation (2).

$$ST(v^0 j) - CT(v^0 i) \geq 0$$

(2)

If $weight<0 v^0 i, v^0 j = 0$, the operations in the directed edge should meet Equation (3).

$$ST(v^0 j) - CT(v^0 i) = 0$$

(3)

Only one machine can be selected among flexible machine set for any operation $v^0 i$, which means Equation (4) should be met.

$$\sum m k = 1 S(v^0 i, d_i, -) = 1$$

(4)

Time overlapping is not allowed for any two operations $v^0 i$ and $v^0 j (i \neq j)$ assigned to the same machine, that is, Equation (5) should be met.

$$\nooverlap(v^0 i, v^0 j), \text{ if } S(v^0 i, d_i, -) = S(v^0 j, d_i, -) = 1$$

(5)

The objective functions and constraints described in equations (1)–(5) can be easily converted into a constraint programming model in Google OR-Tools or CPLEX [19-20]. Compared with common production scheduling problem, on the basis of no-wait constraints, the NISP discussed in this paper needs to further consider the great structural differences and processing parameter differences of different products, and there is also need to consider need for further deep processing after jobs assembly, so the solving difficulty is higher than common production scheduling problem [13].

### 3 Methodology

#### 3.1 Dynamic Rescheduling Mechanism

As production tasks arrive in succession, to respond to these dynamic events, the scheduling algorithm needs to determine when to reschedule which jobs, then determine the processing machine for each operation and arrange the sequence of these operations on the corresponding machines. After a certain time, the finished product leaves the workshop. Repeat the above procedures until all products are finished. And, a dynamic rescheduling mechanism is exactly designed to deal with the above procedures. According to the characteristics of NISP and the actual requirements for non-standard products, an event-based rescheduling method combined with window technology is taken to handle dynamic production tasks. Figure 2 is a flow chart of the dynamic rescheduling mechanism in this paper.

![Figure 2. Flow chart of the dynamic rescheduling mechanism](image-url)
the jobs involved in \( R \), i.e. the completed jobs that have finished its processing, the dispatched jobs that fall into the window period, and the rest jobs which are labelled as jobs to be dispatched; at last, during the time period when the dispatched jobs are being processed, constraint planning solver is used to reschedule the jobs to be dispatched. If the rescheduling result is superior to the pre-scheduling scheme, update the pre-scheduling scheme \( R \).

Now, we take Figure 1 and Figure 3 as an instance for description. Product2 arrives at time \( t_i \). At this time, Job1 is completed and all machines are idle. Product1 has only one job, so \( CT(\text{Product1}) = t_i \), it is then labelled as completed job. For the newly arrived product Product2, a pre-scheduling scheme \( R \) is generated using heuristic algorithm. Jobs are classified based on window \( (t_i, t_i + W) \). In the end, Job2, Job3 are labelled as dispatched jobs, Job4 is labelled as job to be dispatched. Production task of the dispatched jobs are executed during window \( (t_i, t_i + W) \). Then, constraint planning solver starts to solve the jobs to be dispatched, i.e. Job4 should be rescheduled during time interval \( (t_i, t_i + W) \).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Instance of workshop information at time \( t_i \).}
\end{figure}

It can be known from Figure 2 that the pre-scheduling scheme \( R \) is a response of the scheduling algorithm to a dynamic event. To quickly respond to dynamic events, the scheduling algorithm in this phase imposes higher requirement for computing time. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm of this phase adopts heuristic algorithm with a faster computing speed, whose details are described in the next section. For the jobs to be dispatched, they are arranged out of the window period and can be solved using a slower but better-quality constraint planning solver. Constraint programming is an accurate solution method. The problems are pruned by algorithms such as constraint propagation to effectively reduce the search space, so that the precise algorithm has certain practicability [19-20]. Hence, the proposed HA-CP algorithm in this paper can to some extent balance the contradiction between real-time performance and solution quality in dynamic scheduling problem.

3.2 Heuristic Algorithm

In the NISP studied in this paper, a static scheduling is required at each dynamic event occurrence time. Because the number of no-wait child nodes may be greater than 1, for no-wait tasks that satisfy tree structure constraints, Equation (3) should be met. Such is a many-to-one constraint relationship. For dealing with tree structure constraints, Lei et al [13] proposed a coding method based on an operation relationship matrix table, which can guarantee that the operation sequence still satisfies the tree structure constraints after action by crossover operator and mutation operator. However, this algorithm is inapplicable if the number of no-wait child nodes is greater than or equal to 1. Therefore, on the basis of literature [13], this paper adopts grouping-based first-time fit algorithm to deal with no-wait constraint relationship. The main process is: for the operation chromosome \( V \) that satisfy the tree structure constraints and the corresponding machine chromosome \( M \), label the operations in \( V \) as two types of no-wait operation and ordinary operation, and then divide the operation sequence \( V \) into several segments; successively schedule the operation in \( V \); if the type of the target operation is an ordinary process, use First Fit strategy to schedule the target operation to the position where the operation is first accommodated, and label the target operation as a scheduled operation. If the type of target operation is no-wait operation, then look forwards for other operations in the same operation group, schedule them separately in the order in \( V \), and then place the results to the previous part of the scheduling where the group of no-wait operations are first accommodated, label the group of operations as scheduled operations. Repeat the above procedures until all operations are scheduled.

Suppose there are two products shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 that need to be scheduled at the initial time. For the operation chromosome that satisfies the tree structure constraints \( V = \{v_8, v_9, v_1, v_2, v_4, v_5, v_6, v_7\} \) and the corresponding machine chromosome \( M = \{d_2, d_3, d_1, d_2, d_1, d_3, d_4, d_1\} \), operations in \( V \) can be labeled as three segments: ordinary operations \( \{v_8, v_9, v_1, v_2, v_4\} \), no-wait operations \( \{v_5, v_6, v_7\} \), ordinary operation \( \{v_2\} \). Sequentially schedule the operations in \( V \), where \( v_8 \) is processed on \( d_2 \), the gap where \( v_8 \) is first accommodated is \([0, 4]\), then schedule \( v_8 \) to this position, as shown in Figure 4(a); Completely scheduled \( \{v_8, v_9, v_1, v_2, v_4\} \) is shown in Figure 4(b); \( \{v_5, v_6, v_7\} \) is a group of no-wait operations, and its individual scheduling results must be closely linked together. Then, find the position from the gap in Figure 4(b) where the group of no-wait operations is first accommodated, the result is shown in Figure 4(c); the final scheduling result is shown in Figure 4(d). In this way, the conversion from \( V, M \) to a scheduling solution is completed.
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3. Literature [13] is a genetic algorithm, and the chromosome is an operation sequence $V$ and corresponding machine sequence $M$ that satisfy the tree structure constraints. The genetic algorithm is sensitive to the initial population and causes important influence on the scheduling results. Topcuoglu et al. [21] proposed the EFT (Earliest Finish Time) scheduling strategy, which is a simple and fast task scheduling algorithm. EFT strategy sorts the operations based on upward path value, and the value is calculated by the average processing time of each operation. This paper proposes a method for generating random initial population. For process $v_i$, it supports flexible processing on multiple machines. The processing time can be consistent or different. Suppose the upper and lower limits of the processing time are $[p_{min}, p_{max}]$, then the random value in this interval can be taken as a reference value for the processing time in process $v_i$. Then, randomly assign a random processing time reference value belonging to respective interval for all processes, calculate the process scheduling order at this time, and schedule according to EFT strategy. At this time, a pair of sequences can be obtained, i.e. the operation sequence $V$ and the corresponding machine sequence $M$ that satisfy the tree constraint relationship. Repeat this process until the quantity requirements are met.

3.3 Constraint Programming Solver

Google OR-Tools is an open source software suite for optimization, tuned for tackling the world’s toughest problems in vehicle routing, flows, integer and linear programming, and constraint programming [19]. We use Google OR-Tools CP-SAT solver as the constraint programming solver in this work.

4 Simulation Experiment

The HA-CP algorithm designed in this paper adopts a hybrid optimization method combining heuristic algorithm and constraint programming, which has strong adaptability to less-than-truckload personalized products with great structural differences and obvious differences in processing parameters. In order to verify HA-CP performance, Workflow Generator [22] is used as a reference to write an Instance Generator for NISP problems in this work. The main configuration of the experimental computer is: Dell PowerEdge R720 (Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2@2.6GHz * 2).

We utilize the following methods, ORMT (Integrated Scheduling Algorithm based on an Operation Relationship Matrix Table) [13], VCLDC (Product Comprehensive Scheduling Algorithm based on Virtual Component Level Division Coding) [23] as the control methods. As ORMT and VCLDC do not consider the no-wait constraints and the dynamic scheduling demand, we give the following improvement for the methods.

Improved ORMT. Firstly, the dynamic scheduling problem is transformed to a series of continuous static scheduling problem by adoption of window-based event-driven strategy. Then, for a particular static scheduling problem, to convert operation chromosome $V$, machine chromosome $M$ to a scheduling solution that meet no-wait constraint, it adopts grouping-based first-time fit algorithm (in 3.2) to generate the solution. At each dynamic event moment, reschedule all target jobs according to the above procedures.

Improved VCLDC. Same as Improved ISA-ORMT.

To verify the performance of HA-CP, each instance is simulated 10 times using HA-CP, ORMT and VCLDC respectively. From the one aspect of average of the 10 running results, compared with the control methods.

Experiment 1: HA-CP adopts a heuristic algorithm for scheduling at event-driven moment, and uses a constraint programming solver to optimize the dispatched jobs during the time period when the dispatched jobs are processed. Where, set the parameters of the heuristic algorithm of HA-CP according to literature [13], i.e. population size is 100, maximum generation count is 200, probability of crossover operator is 0.6 and probability of mutation operator is 0.01.

In Figure 2, the window period $W$ when the dispatched jobs are processed is used to solve the jobs to be dispatched. It is easy to know that for a longer window period $W$, the number of dispatched jobs in the pre-scheduling scheme is increased, and the number of remaining jobs to be dispatched is decreased relatively. At this time, the problem size decreases and the running time for the constraint programming solver turns longer, thus the probability that the constraint programming solver gets the optimal solution increases.
However, the probability of occurrence of dynamic events will increase in an excessively long window period, and frequent occurrence of dynamic events will interrupt the constraint programming solver. Therefore, the value of window period $W$ should fully consider the contradiction between real-time performance and solution quality in dynamic scheduling. To check $W$ value and the solution quality of the proposed HA-CP, G1-G10 have been generated by the Instance Generator. G1-G10 are characterized by the following parameters: device count $m = 10$, product count of each instance is $u = 5$, average operation count per product is $w = 50$, average no-wait constraint count per product is 10. There are 5 products in each instance, and the arrival hour and due hour of each instance are $\{0, 24, 48\}$ and $\{50, 70, 80, 120\}$ respectively. HA-CP algorithm takes $W = \{1, 2, 3\}$ parameters to simulate the scheduling G1-G10 respectively. Performance indicators of the algorithm is verified under different parameters, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The results of G1-G10 generated by HA-CP with different W value](image)

Figure 5 shows the simulation results of G1-G10. It can be seen that HA-CP have reached the optimal solutions in 7 instances when $W = 1$, and HA-CP have reached the optimal solutions in all instances when $W = 2$ or 3.

Experiment 2: A workshop of a Shanghai power equipment company is mainly engaged in the R&D and production of complex mechanical and electrical products. Its workshop adopts less-than-truckload, customized processing. In the dynamic production process, the production task of processing new orders is normal. In this paper, HA-CP algorithm takes $W = \{1, 2, 3\}$ respectively to simulate and schedule production tasks in a certain time period of the workshop. The production tasks are characterized by the following parameters: count of device $m = 25$, total product count $u = 18$, total operation count is 658, total count of no-wait constraint is 133. There are 18 products in experiment 2, and the arrival hour and due hour are $\{0, 0, 10, 15, 25, 35, 45, 50, 55, 65\}$ and $\{40, 40, 60, 50, 46, 65, 65, 59, 55, 60, 55, 60, 60, 58, 50, 53, 52\}$ respectively. Figure 6 is the result of experiment 2.

![Figure 6. The result of experiment 2](image)

Compared with the control methods, the HA-CP gets better results in all instances of the 2 simulation experiments, because HA-CP makes full use of the time period when the scheduled jobs of the pre-scheduled solution are executing and optimizes the jobs to be scheduled with constraint programming solver during the time period. Therefore, the proposed HA-CP in this work is effective and feasible.
5 Conclusion

The differences between NISP scheduling and commonly used scheduling are described. A constraint programming model is described for NISP problem. A hybrid optimization method combining heuristic algorithm and constraint programming is put forward. The conclusions are drawn as follows: (1) the proposed HA-CP optimization method provides an effective and feasible technical solution; (2) solving the jobs outside the window \( W \) using constraint programming solver within the processing period of dispatched jobs inside the window \( W \) could balance to a certain extent the contradiction between real-time performance and solution quality in dynamic scheduling; (3) seen from the result of experiment 2, HA-CP could improve the solution quality by adjusting the window duration value \( W \).

In fact, constraint programming solver is accurate method, and its time complexity increases exponentially with the problem scale. In order to alleviate the running time of large-scale instance, multi-level window technology can be adopted. That is, the pre-scheduling scheme could be subdivided for multiple levels of windows to reduce the number of jobs in a window. By making full use of the time period in which the tasks of the previous window are being processed, the tasks of the next window are solved by using constraint programming solver. Therefore, this work can serve as the research basis for NISP dynamic scheduling problem.
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